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DEAR
READERS

Zoe B. Lena B.

Welcome to our school  magazine!

Our magazine stands for diversity.  Here you wil l  f ind
everything from political  articles to sports articles.  Our
team of 10 students worked hard on it  the last  weeks.  Every
single member gave his  best.  We hope that you wil l  l ike it
and maybe you would recommend it  to a friend.  

Every article is  written thoughtfully and with love.   We hope
to inspire you.  

Your team of the School  elements
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Austria 1938: After our chancellor Dollfuß was shot, our government resigned. On March 12th German

troups went over the border between Austria and the German empire. Austria was now part of Germany.

Because of the Regime-Change many politicians and other people working for public organizations had to

step back. Organizations like  the Catholic School club, or the Musikbund Oberpinzgau and more had to stop.

The names of the new associations were not allowed to have the words “Österreich” or “Gewerkschaft” in

their names. There was also a new rule: Individuals can only become members if they are Aryans of German or

related blood!

Persecution of the Jews: The story of Mrs. Bierer and her husband: "We moved to Mittersill in 1937, where

my husband worked as a dentist. After Hitler came to power, my husband was arrested, tied with a rope and

driven into an avenue to hang him. The gendarmerie took him under their protection out of consideration for

me. From then on we were tormented unspeakably. Loyal Nazi supporters looted our practice, little by little

our apartment, and smeared our house with "traitors" on a daily basis. My husband was arrested again,

transferred to Salzburg and further tortured. At my request and promise to leave the country immediately, he

was set free. In 1939 we flew to France."

(DÖW, Widerstand in Salzburg, 1991)

Hitlerjugend: Many children joined it voluntary. Everyone was proud and had a great time. There was a

feeling of community and togetherness. They met once a week after school and their first HJ leader was Eibel

Kurt after he was sent to the front, Pichler Walter was the next one. Everything was organised like in a

military there was one Jungzugführer for 30 boys. 1943 everyone had to be a member, but there was no

pressure if you didn’t come.

War start 1939: It all started on the 1st of September in Poland. Poland was defeated after only 18 days. War

was surrendered to the winners on September 27th with an occupation of 100,000 men. Poland is completely

occupied by German troops and the areas of Belarus and Ukraine have been taken over by Soviet Russia. 

Invasion of the Americans: May 8th: The Americans invade Mittersill. The war is over! Only in history will

Preußen and Hitler have the qualifications of a bully and a robber state. Hail Austria, our fatherland!

(personal diary of Norbert Vogelreiter)

Zoe B. 

Mittersill in
times of WWII

H I S T O R Y
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Hi Alina!

 I feel really sorry for you. You can take a serious talk with

them and tell them how you feel about this. If you talk to them

in a friendly way, I am sure they will not get you wrong. 

 If you do not want to talk with them personally about this,

you can write them a letter, where you explain the problem

and ask them to stop making fun of you. Just do not write it in

a rude way and they will not misunderstand you. But you must

be clear, that they will speak to you about this, even if you

write them a letter.

 Hope I can help you and you can solve the problem.

Hi Jonas!

 I think it’s very caring of you, that you worry for your

classmates.

 Since you know she has problems and she doesn’t have many

friends at your school, you should talk to her and ask her if she

wants to speak about her problems. Or you should talk with

your classmates and you can comfort and help her together. If

you want and it is okay for her, you also can ask your teacher

for advice and help.

 Hopefully, she will be better soon.

ASK
Hi, I have a problem with my friends.
They often make fun of me. I know they
mean it funny, but it is still hurtful. I am
a little scared to talk with them about
this, because they will maybe get it
wrong and think I don’t like them
anymore. Maybe you can help me and
tell me how I should tell them, that this
is not funny for me and that they
should stop without hurting them?
 Alina, 13

Magdalena K.

Hi, in our class there is a girl. She is a bit
shy and does not speak very often. Most
of the time she sits alone, because she
doesn’t have many friends at our school.
Lately she looked very sad. I just know
that her family has problems, and her
parents are likely to get divorced. I want
to help her, but I do not know how. I’d
be happy if you can help me.
 Jonas, 15

5



Hi Leah!

 In your age many teenager have problems with

school and learning. Maybe you should ask your

teacher to explain it again, if you don’t understand

the stuff. Or you can ask him if he could promote

you or you can take private tutoring. Talk to your

classmates and ask them how they feel about it

and if they are overworked too. It’s better if you

talk to the teacher all together. I am sure your

teacher will understand you, and if not you can talk

with your class teacher or another teacher of your

trust. 

Hi, in our school there is a very strict
teacher. We have him in Maths, and he
doesn’t like our class. I am very bad at
this subject and I do not understand
some stuff. We also get much
homework, and I don’t understand this
neither. Sometimes I work till night, but
still don’t get it right. Can you give me
some advice on how to organize my
homework better or can you tell me
how I should ask my teacher give less
homework or whether he explains it to
us again without getting him angry? I am
really overworked.
 Leah, 15

ASK

Magdalena K. 6



Electricity and magnetism are important

physic applications that are in many

electronic and electrical equipment.

Magnetism is a physical phenomenon that

can be expected to be magnetized. Magnets

can generate magnet fields that are invisible

for our eyes. You could get some tools that

you’re able to see the magnetic lines of the

field.

 Everybody knows magnets as a cube of iron

that could pull or push objects that are

magnetic too. But have you known that

every cable you have in your house is also

generating a magnetic field. 

Arian L.

Electric
magnetism 

S C I E N C E & I T

Experiment
Take a long piece of iron, a 1 - 2cm cooper wire

(Kupferdraht) and a battery. Wrap the wire around the

iron that you could hold the two ends to the battery.

One to the minus and one to the plus pole. The

electricity generates a magnetic field. The tiny magnetic

particles in the iron piece will organize them to the

North- and South pole. You could test it when you hold

the magnet to another iron piece. It also keeps the

magnetic effect until you hit it against a table or

something.

7



Do Facebook, Twitter or Instagram cost money to use? No,

there’re free. You can just download it on any App Store you

want without paying any money. But wait, how does that work?

Google has thousands of employees, which want money every

month, but we don’t pay anything. The answer is personalized

ads. What is this? The answer is very simple. Ads are almost

everywhere if the program/application is free. The big

companies get much money from this, but there’s a way they can

get even more money, in fact with those personalized ads. If you

like a post with the Hashtag #mcdonalds on Instagram,

Facebook, the company which owns Instagram, store the data,

that you probably like McDonalds because of the post you liked.

They also store how long you have watched a tweet or a post

even if you just want to post something but delete it without

sending. Based on that information, stored in their huge data

servers, they show a personalized ad of McDonalds just for you,

because they think you might like it. That’s how the most social

media platforms work. The most famous companies are

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Reddit. Google is a bit

different, but basically the same. The don’t have a platform

where you can discuss about things, but they collect data, what

you are searching on their searching engine, what you watch on

YouTube and how long, where you are and were, how old you

are, what you are interested in and much more. 

They use everything of those data to find the

perfect ad just for you and nobody else.

Another thing is when you press “Log in with

Google” on a completely other website, Google

will send many data to the website, to show

you ads you’re interested in. Or the website

just show a Google Ads Pop-up and Google

won’t send the data, but it’s still the same ad.

 Are personalized ads and data collecting

always bad? No, sometimes it’s helpful. If you

want to buy a new pool, for example, just like a

few posts on Instagram or Facebook with the

Hashtag #pool and search “cheap pools” on

Google. Wait until the next day and you’ll see

some ads about cheap pools. 

 Also, in Europe there’s the DSGVO

(Datenschutzgrundverordnung). It includes

that companies must send you all the data,

they stored from you, in 30 days and if

something is wrong you have the right to

change and delete it if you want. 

Do you know it? You like a post on Instagram,

where someone is at McDonalds. Later you go to

Facebook, you see a post from McDonalds, but

you don’t give it a like. The next day when you

open Instagram, there’s suddenly an ad from

McDonalds. But how does that work?

Laurens V.

Our social
dilemma

S C I E N C E & I T
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You need:

· a glass 

· a plate

· an aluminum foil

· 2 - 3 packages baking powder

· some dishwashing liquid

· vinegar

· water

How to do it: 

Put the plate and the glass on a desk. Wrap around the aluminum foil so everything is solid.

Cut a hole on the top of the class like a vulcanic crater. How to activate the volcano: Give

the baking powder in the volcano. Mix water and vinegar in a second glass and if you want a

cool effect put some food colour in the glass. Now put some dishwashing liquid in the glass.

Finally water the mixture into the volcano and it should start exploding! 

Laurens V.

Volcano
experiments

S C I E N C E & I T
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His world cup debut was 2012 in the giant
slalom in Sölden. He needed a lot of time to get
his first podium place. He achieved the third
place Bansko at the end of February. He had
many setbacks in the time between his debut
and his first podium. He had four serious knee
injuries and after that tough and hard
comebacks.
Stefan drives Fischer skis and boots, his ski poles
are from the company Leki. Bründl Sports has
always been his sponsor. The athlete trains a lot
on the Kitzsteinhorn in Kaprun.
 His hobbies are volleyball and soccer and he
loves the beautiful nature and the mountains.
Stefans father is Günther Brennsteiner he is the
major of Niedernsill. Katharina Brennsteiner is
his mother, she wrote a book about healthy
cooking. Denise is the girlfriend of Stefan and
sometimes she travels with him to the trainings
and races.

Stefan was born on 3. Oktober 1991 in Zell

am See in Austria. He lives in Niedernsill and

is 184 cm tall. He weighs about 85kg.. He is a

professional ski athlete and a member of the

“A-Kader" of the Austrian Ski Association

since 2017. The young man starts for his

home club USK Niedernsill.

Sebastian F.

Stefan
Brennsteiner

C E L E B R I T I E S
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Stephen Curry is a professional basketball

player. He is 33 years old. Stephen is 191

cm tall and weighs 84 kg. He plays for the

Golden State Warriors as a point guard. He

has the number 30. He is one of the best

players that has ever played and he is also

one of the best 3-Point-Shooter.

Antonio G.

Stephen Curry

C E L E B R I T I E S

In 2016 he broke a world record. He
scored 402 3-points in one Nba-Season.
With his team he won 3 times the Nba.
He played 6 times in the *All-Star game
and he was 2 times the Most Valuable
Player (MVP) in the NBA. His father
inspired him to play basketball because
he also played in the NBA. His Profi-
career started at the Davidson College.
He played there for 3 years. Then he
decided to go to the NBA-Draft. In 2009
he was the 7th pick of the Golden State
Warriors. In his first NBA season he was
on the second place for the *Rookie of
the year. There he made friends with
Clay Thompson. They are one of the best
duos in the Liga. They are called “The
Splash Brothers”. In the season 2012/13
they scored together 483 3-Point-Shots.
In 2014 he played for the first time as a
starter at the All-Star game. In 2015 he
got more votes than Le Bron James so he
was Captain of one team at the All-Star
game.

1111



1) Women’s hearts are proven to beat faster!
 

2) Hiccups can last for a very long time. The record is held by Charles Osborne. His
hiccups lasted 68 years without stopping!

 
3) 90% of people can’t remember their dreams from last night!

 
4) Every 3-4 seconds, around 50,000 cells die and are replaced with new ones!

 
5) Children grow faster in spring.

 
6)An average person says 5,000 words a day! 

 
7) Most people have heart attacks on Mondays.

 
8) In the mornings you are about 8mm taller than in the evening.

 
9) While you fly on an airplane your hair grows twice faster!

 
10) It’s not possible to sneeze with your eyes open.

 
11) You loose more calories while you are asleep than watching TV!

 
12) In your mouth are only more bacteria, then people on earth.

 
13) The human brain needs the same amount of energy as a 10-Watt light bulb!

 

Our body is a true superhero. We use its powers every day. You might think you know nearly

everything about your body, but maybe you can still learn something from this article!

Zoe B.

Facts about
your body!

H E A L T H
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The renovation of the hospital in Mittersill has been wanted for a long time. Work on

the new hospital started at the beginning of 2020.

The new hospital again offers more methods for examining many patients. Births and

more difficult surgeries can be done again. Also the hospital is to be modernized inside

and outside. It should have more hospital beds and more patients should have got a

place. 

Even a garden is planned where patients can go for a walk. There should also be a

landing pad for helicopters.  

The hospital in Mittersill has existed since 1908. In 1960 it was rebuilt for the first time

and in 1968 it was modernized.

One reason for the construction work is that they don´t have so many surgery rooms

and the large flood  in 2005 damaged the building. 

This bad natural disaster made destroyed the rooms so much that the hospital was no

longer able to do surgeries that were more difficult.

Among other things, there should be more parking spaces and a new rescue route.

The hospital is about to be ready around 2024. The new hospital is a good investment

for the residents of Mittersill

Tim B.

H E A L T H

The new hospital
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The Mittersiller Stadtfest is an annual event that goes on

for three days at the end of July. You do not have to pay for

the entry because it is right in the centre of the city. The

feast goes from Friday to Saturday (for this year it would

be from 23. – 25. July). One of the first things you’ll

perhaps see are many simple stands with alcoholic and

non-alcoholic drinks and traditional food. The beer is

tapped on Friday before the band Panther Session starts

to play.

 A city festival mile for young and old will bring a lot of

competitive atmosphere and a lot of fun on Saturday

afternoon from 3 pm.  There is going to be a car show,

crate climbing*, target deletion* - it goes in quick

succession to the parade of pedal tractors and the raffle

for the big summer competition. For the kids are

attractions like the tower, crazy wave a big must! You can

find these and more in the small theme park. The spectale

is framed by the East Tyrolean band “Sax Royal” and the

“Alpenkrachern”. In the evening there is clubbing from 7

pm for electro music fans. Those who prefer to dance to

Austro – Pop and oldies should stop by the Schiffbruchbar

in Lebzeltergasse.

Finally on Sunday is all about tradition. The festival concert

of the Tauernblas Orchestra Mittersill and the Mittersill

Citizen Music* begins at 11 am. From 2 pm the

“Maishofner Tanzelmusi” ensures* a wonderfully relaxed

atmosphere. The twilight pint at the Heitzmann

Steakhouse starts at 5 pm and is accompanied by music

from the “Imbachers”. 

Stadtfest Mittersill

O U R  T O W N

Lena B.
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These are a few ideas for your workout. You

can combine them and do them as long as

you want!

Jackknife

Lie on your back, stretch your arms and legs

towards the ceiling. Slowly come up with

your upper body until your arms are parallel

to your legs. Hold for threeseconds, then

return to the floor slowly and in a controlled

manner. Ten reps will make your stomach

hard as steel.

Sit-ups

Lie on your back and stretch your legs

straight up. Put your hands behind your

neck and slowly pull your upper body

towards your knees. Important: Do not tear

at the neck. The strength has to come from

the stomach. Hold briefly and slowly lower

it back down. Ten repetitions. 

Sebastian F.

Get ready for
summer!

S P O R T S

Knee crunch

Get into the normal push-up position. Pull

the left knee towards the upper body, past

the outside of the upper arm. Extend your

leg again, but do not put it down. Pull the

same leg towards the upper body again, but

this time towards the inside of the upper

arm. 15 repetitions, then switch legs. Good

for a firm stomach and tight upper arms.

15



Bike Austria was founded by a man called Tracy Anderson and he comes from the USA. 

About Tracy he is a mountainbike profi. He won a few prices in America.

Where is Bike Austria?

Bike Austria is in Mittersill in Stampferau 50. 

The shop isn’t very big, but very cool! 

And you get everything! Most of the time Tracy is 

in the bike shop and one employer works in the 

warehouse.

You can buy there bikes, helmets, bike clothes 

and much more equipment you need for biking.

Bike Austria is not open on Wednesday, because 

there is the kids guiding. 

Guiding at Bike Austria 

In the summer Bike Austria gives a possibility of guiding. It costs around 180 € for a term. Tracy and

sometimes an other adult rides with the kids. A few times a year they drive to the bike park in Leogang.

It is fantastic that there are  such great possibilities for the kids. Biking is such a cool sport. 

If you have leisure time at home, then go out, jump on the bike, ride up the hill and then ride down the trail and

have a lot of fun on the bike!

Well, cycling is superficially fun. And what is the benefit of this outdoor sport activity? You can do it in the

fresh air and there are less heart diseases and diabetes under bikers. Studies have also shown that it is a true

fountain of youth and can prevent disease like alzheimer. 

Cycling combines four elements: 

1.Easy to learn

2.Lifelong exercise possible

3.Primarily takes place in nature 

4.Helps to get your cardiovascular system fit

Lucas E.

Bike Austria

S P O R T S
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Pumptrack

The Pumtrack was the first project of Bike Austria. Tracy said if he had not

built that pumptrack not so many kids would have started biking.

Pumptrackdriving is a good training for yourself. It is not that hard and you can

improve yourself everytime. Our pumptrack is on a small place in Mittersill

next to the football place.

This pumptrack is with tar (Asfalt). Other pumtracks in other cities are made of

dirt. That with the tar is so good because than you can even ride by a scooter, a

skateboard or by rollerblades. It is a wonderful innovation for the kids.

The new project

Now Tracy has a new project. A official hometrail. He thinks it is fantastic to

riide down the hills in the hiking trails, but when we have an officel hometrail

then we also have high jumps and many more exciting stations.  Tracy hopes

that many voluntarees help him to turn his project into reality.

Bikebrand of Bike Austria

Bike Austria mostly has the brand Mondraker, but when they get another

brand then they also will sell it. 

Lucas E.

S P O R T S
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0 - 4 years

5 - 8 years

9 - 13 years

14 - 17 years

18 - 25 years

26 - 35 years

36 - 45 years

46 and older

When you want to have fun and do it all for a good cause. Then we have something good for you. 

On Friday afternoon at 1 pm there will be a cool and fun football event at the Mittersill football place.

Anyone who wants to can take part. It does not matter how old you are. 

All visitors are in different age groups:

There will be free food and drinks for all visitors and organizer.

Women and men play together. The teams will be selected random . Every football match takes 30 minutes.

For every scored goal €10 will be donated to poor people in Burundi.

End will be at 8 o’clock pm.

We are happy about many visitors.

Tim B.

Fun for a good
cause 

S P O R T S
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1. Dogs
 

• More than 340 different dog breeds exist in the world.
• Dogs have three eyelids. 

• They can’t see the colour red.
• Dogs can smell up to 10 000 times better than we do.
• They also sweat with the sweat glands in their paws.

 

 

2. Cats
 

• Most cats are lactose intolerant (it’s harmful for them to
drink milk)

• Some cats had survived from 35 floor falling due to their
righting reflex.

• They have more bones than humans.
• They actually can’t taste anything sweet.

• They sleep 70 % time of their lives. 
 

 

3. Fish 
 

• The oldest known age for a fish was an Australian
lungfish with 65 years.

• Fish are cold-blooded animals. They cannot regulate
their body temperature, that means the body temperature

depends on the weather outside.
• Fish are known to have calming effect on anyone who

watches them glide serenely through the water.
• Fish sleep with open eyes.

• Fish are sociable and communicative.
 

 

 

 

 

 

Angelina W.

Interesting pet facts you probably didn't know

A N I M A L S

*Schildkrötenpanzer

In Austria, around 40 % of the people have pets. You probably know a lot about cats or dogs, so here are 5

popular animals with 5 interesting facts each, which you probably didn’t know…

19



4. Turtle

• There are 270 different types of turtles.

• They don’t have ears but they can hear with

thin laps of skin which cover internal ear

bones

• Most of the turtle shells* are made up of 60

different bones that are all fused together.

• Turtles belong to the one of the oldest

reptile groups in the world.

• The animals live about twice as long as

humans. 

5. Rabbit

• Rabbits start breeding at an early age when

they are three to four months old.

• There are currently 45 known breeds of

rabbits.

• The teeth of a rabbit never stop growing.

• Bunny ears can turn incredible 180 degrees.

• Like humans, rabbits can taste sweet, sour,

salty and bitter. 

Angelina W.

Interesting facts about animals you didn't know

A N I M A L S
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With so much being said about climate change and how it's affecting our planet, it can be hard to

understand how one person can make a difference. But the reality is that it's much easier than you

may think to start doing eco-friendly things.

1)     Recycle:

 Recycling is such a simple thing to do, but so many people don’t do it. You just have to separate

plastic from glass, paper or other things.

2)     Shorten your shower:

While showering certainly saves more water than taking a bath, you can still make an impact here.

Please be a bit more mindful about how much time you are spending the shower. Cutting down your

shower time by 2 minutes can save much water. This will also save on the energy needed to heat the

water. Another good technique is to simply turn off the shower while you are shaving or lathering

your shampoo.

3)     Buy a water bottle:

Only 10 % of plastic bottles you buy end up getting recycled. If you buy a water bottle and always fill

it with water by yourself, it’s good for the environment.

4)     Recycle old phones:

Most of the components contained within cell phones are not biodegradable. This means that if you

throw away your old cell phone, it will just be added to the landfill. 

5)Take a fabric bag with you:

When you go shopping, you could take a fabric bag instead of a plastic bag. You can use them more

often and they are also better for our earth.

6)Reduce food waste:

Being more mindful about how much you purchase at the grocery store can cut down on a lot of

waste. And at home, think about what you can freeze or how leftovers can be transformed into other

dishes. 

Angelina W.

How to save our environment

E N V I R O N M E N T
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"I curse the Austrian state. It

probably wants the Muslims to pay

the price for subjecting the Jews to

genocide." That is what Turkish

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said.

He went on claiming, "Anyone who

raises the flag of a terrorist state

supports terror." It was about raising

the Israeli flag on the roof of the

Federal Chancellery as a sign of

solidarity in the Middle East conflict.

Since Austria raised the flag and

decided to support the terrorists

from the middle east conflict it has

been very critical with the support of

the Austrians.  

The Turkish president Recep

Tayyip Erdogan cursed Austria

because they raised flags of

Israel. He thinks that they want

that the Muslims get back what

they did to Jews. But the

Austrians did that because they

want to stop the terrorism in

the world. 

 

Lena B. Tim B.

News around
the world

P O L I T I C S

Fight between Vienna and Ankara Long story short
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Magdalena K., Angelina W.

Survey Covid-19 of some students

S U R V E Y

We decided to make a Covid-19 Survey at our school because that's a topic which

affects everybody. We are happy that 57 students helped us with that. 

Here are the results:

Yes      No

23



A man receives a phone call from his

doctor.

The doctor says, "I have one good and

one bad news."

The man says, "OK, give me the good

news first.”

 The doctor says, “The good news are,

you have 24 hours to live.”

 The man replies,“Oh no! If that’s the

good news, then what’s the bad news?”

The doctor says, “The bad news is, I

forgot to call you yesterday.”

Fat patient: Doctor, I want to lose

weight fast.

Doctor: It is very easy, just keep

shaking your head, left and right.

Fat patient: All the time?

Doctor: No, only when someone

offers you food.

J O K E S

Little Johnny asked his  father,
”Dad,  can you write in the

dark?”His father said,  “I  think so,
what do you want me to

write?”Little Johnny replied,  “Oh,
just  sign this  report card for me…”

Question: Why are blonde 
women jokes so short? Answer:
So men can remember them.

Question: Why did the blonde get 
excited after finishing
a puzzle in 5 months?

Answer: The box said 3 - 5 years!
 

Lucas E. 24



Hi! I am Zoe Brennsteiner, I am fourteen years old

and I am the editor of school elements. I am

responsible for historical and medical items and I

corrected most of the articles. When I grow up, I

want to become a pediatric surgeon because I

want to help people and children in particular. My

dream is to cure cancer. Keep the smile on and stay

healthy! 

My name is Angelina and I am the editor of the

magazine “school elements”. I wrote the articles

“save the environment” and “facts you probably

didn’t know about pets”. I love animals and that’s

why I chose this topic. In my opinion, we should

start to do something good for the environment

because otherwise we will have a big problem in

the future.  

But in our magazine you can also read about many

other interesting and important topics. 

Hello I am Lucas Eberharter. I think I am always

friendly when I meet other persons. And if

somebody needs my help, then I will help him. I

love biking and I also love to go scooter driving. It

is so cool driving down the hills by bike. 

Get to know
us!
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Hi my name is Antonio Govorusic. I am

14 years old. My hobbies are football

and basketball. I also like to play

playstation with my friends. 

My name is Lena and I am 14 years old.

In the magazine I wrote about the

Stadtfest in Mittersill and about the

fight between Vienna and Ankara. I am

really interested in political themes. In

my freetime I mostly go outside with

friends where we do different things. 

Hi, my name is Arian and I’m 14 years

old and I like to play tennis in my free

time. I am the mind behind the two

articles in our magazine “school

elements”. At first I wrote about

physical magnetisms and as second

topic I chose the e-mobility in Europe. 
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Hi, my name is Magdalena. I help you with

your problems. If you have some you can just

contact me, I’ll try to solve them.  I like

swimming, reading, drawing and playing the

violine. I am 14 years old, and I visit the 4th 

 class of the MS-Mittersill. My dream is to

become an architect one day. 

Hello, I’m Laurens. I’m responsible for the

social media and experimental part. My

hobbies are playing tennis and biking. I also

like cooking and baking cakes. In my opinion

I am a very motivated person when I’m

interested in the topic. 

Hello my name is Tim and I’m 14 years old.

My hobbies are skiing and running. In our

magazine “school elements” I wrote three

articles. I wrote about the new hospital, a

football event and about politics in Austria. 
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Hey, I am Sebastian Fankhauser, I am 14

years old and from Stuhlfelden. In this

newspaper I write about winter sports and

fitness in summer. In my free time I like to go

skiing and trail riding. I often meet friends

and help them when they need me. 

O U R  T E A M

We hope you´ll enjoy our magazine!
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